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OPENING

Economic evidence
During CADE’s administrative process course on
CENP, lawyers representing the entity arranged
several studies and external opinions, and other
referrals, to the defense of the ethical and commercial
self-regulation environment that has contributed to
archive this process unanimously by the CADE’s court.
Two of these studies have proven quite useful for the
process also to better understanding the agents of the
advertising market about the business model in Brazil.
These studies and analysis are performed by two
high praised economic consulting on the called
Brazilian Advertising Model, its legal governing system
and the self-regulation system complementing
thereof.
The purpose was to know, from the point of view of
the formulations and economy principles what should
justify the existence for such a long period of time, of
the commercial relationship practices among
agencies, channels and advertisers in Brazil, validating
(or not) these practices as to its relevance and
commercial utility and management of advertising
investments, considering four aspects:
• its economic logic;
• Its overall benefits for each part of the market,
namely customers-advertisers, agencies and
channels;
• Its relevance to the specific characteristics of the
Brazilian market;
• Indicating for its survival in the future, considering
its contribution to the success to this market and its
positive potential for the future.
The answers obtained in the documents have
convinced those examining them and I think that will
convince those who will see them. The mentioned
works are presented in this second number of CENP’s
documents series through its executive summaries:
1. Economic analysis of the rationality of selfregulation of the advertising market in Brazil,
prepared by F&A Consultoria Econômica.
2. Competitive pattern - Competition based on
quality, of LCA Consultores.
Full text of this Document that presents concise and
didactically what the Brazilian Advertising Model is.
It is noteworthy, however, that this "model"
originated in the United States nearly a century ago
and has become almost universal, after being
praised by decades of practice and improvement in

the techniques and planning tasks, creation,
execution and advertising management.
This has been called "Brazilian Model" and
actually is still used, with benefits worldwide, also
in the largest advertising market in the world, the
United States, which accounts for about half of
global advertising business. Significant part of
customers and medium-sized agencies as well as
small ones, continue to operate by traditional
methods of full-service.
The media separation system of the remaining
tasks of the agency was developed from a
apparently interesting justification to improve the
focus and quality of the media services - area that
has gained prominence due to the multiplication of
broadcasting possibilities.
Earnings seen for some time, however, have
been compromised by a financial hypertrophy - by
agencies and their customers - leading to the
commitment of the technical aspects and the
management and business practices, without
considering negatively influential aspects on
freedom of content generation of channels,
especially the journalistic and management of
advertising spaces by interested advertisers.
Thus, in recent years, especially in the last one,
the issue of lack of transparency, the existence of
rebates (discounts) and unclear bonuses have
been at the top of the list of items that undermine
the transparency and confidence between the
parties.
At this point new movement is noted to return to
the traditional classical model, full service,
especially by very competent agencies and
customers who require higher levels of efficiency
to their investments in the area.
As the reader will see in the following pages, this
return movement has all the logic and Brazil has
the merit of having resisted and never gave up
following the model approved for more than a
century of productive use.
Enjoy the reading!
Caio Barsotti
Chairman of CENP
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EFFICIENT HARMONY OF
BRAZILIAN ADVERTISING MODEL

Outlining the history of the so-called Brazilian
Advertising Model, we can see that the
organization of the relationship between
advertisers, agencies and channels, defining
the characteristics of the agencies, was born
in fact in the United States, along with
advertising in then new consumer market in
the early XX century.

This a system now used by
advertising markets and agencies
Worldwide, which has been polished
for over 100 years

Over time, system was incorporated
to emerging media such as radio and TV,
in the first and second half of the last century,
respectively, and digital on the turn to XXI
century. Also adapting to the sophistication of
advertising, on the arrival of the planning and
the expansion of the list of platforms used in
advertising campaigns.
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For legal reasons, as can be seen in the First

three planetary systems coexisting in the

number of this series of CENP’s documents for

same galaxy of multidimensional shape

economic, as will be detailed in this second number,

and feeding each other continuously.

the very existence of the CENP (last 20 years), the
model remained prevalent in our market, while the
separation of creation and media occurred in
various parts of the world, to reach the general
belief that it had been extinguished in the most
sophisticated markets.

There are three systems that, despite
different - , are interwoven and share the
same

sun:

consumers

-

whether

individuals, and legal entities in their
capacity

of

purchaser

of

other

companies.

That has not happened: the model remains widely
used in most advertising market in the world, the
United States and in Europe and Asia.
Because large advertisers and global agencies
have opted for separation the creation from media,
the feeling is that there was a radical change, even

Advertisers (producers of goods and services as
well as their direct and indirect distribution), the
communication channels and agencies are three
planetary systems in the galaxy of advertising.
Why are the three systems interdepends and live
in the same ecosystem of the same galaxy?

without being exactly true.
Advertisers system feeds on sale of goods and
In Brazil it has not happened and today we are the
most relevant advertising market keeping in its
mainstream the traditional system that in recent
years, came to be valued in several expressive
advertising markets, and the increase of critics to
the separation of creation and media and excess

services to consumers (or other companies that
also should be advertisers), therefore, its
members need to build their brands and increase
sales

using

the

advertising

and

mass

communication channels platform which are the
most effective means to achieve these goals.

financial bias of the media agencies.
Channel system builds its consumer audience
No wonder, then, the rescue movement of the
traditional model and one we call "Brazilian model"
grows again across the planet.
Galaxy with three planetary systems
Which would be the logic for maintaining the
classical model of business relationship and work in
a business noticeably different than it was one
century ago? Because there is a logic that
essentially remains unchanged today.
The

sector

of

commercial

advertising shall be described as
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base - that has value to advertisers - applying the
most skillful possible resources in production (or
purchase) of informative content with accuracy
and

journalistic

independence

and

entertainment content able to attract and thrill
the largest possible contingent of viewers /
readers / listener. Therefore, it is essential to
attract the resources from advertisers.
In the agencies system although fewer
and less critical mass, the type

full

service are essential to the galaxy as they

are great enablers (Catalysts and
promoters), which make the remaining
work operate properly to fulfill their
common goal: to serve to consumers.
The agencies do not produce goods or have
standalone value, like the others, but expand the
power, the value and the ability - besides the
already mentioned capacity as enablers of the
entire system
They structure attractive and relevant messages
to consumers and define the best combination of
means, channels and locations to make these
messages relevant to advertisers brand, indeed
involve and motivate the targeted consumers.
They are the most qualified to close the virtuous
circle between advertisers and channels systems,
to formulate and direct the best messages to
generate the highest outcomes for the first,
creating greater flow of revenue to the second.
Additionally this multidimensional universe has
constellation of satellites, which are producers
and specialized service providers on the
communication side, and the agents of means of
payment and logistics, on the operational side.

The business model has a robust
logical from a technical ,
managerial and economic point
of view, as evidenced the two
economic studies made during
the last CENP’s process at CADE
The economic logic
This is because the business model has a robust
logical from a technical, managerial and economic
point of view, as evidenced by the two economic
studies prepared during the last CENP’s process at
CADE. Both - the F&A and LCA - are summarized
below in this document.
But the expansion of digital boundaries and its
apparent omnipresence for many scholars and
managers led to the myopia of confusion between
essential activity and core activity, to the illusion
of cash generation leads to loss and the belief that
all the above described universe was in the
process of decomposition.
In fact, the digital has increased the possibilities

This logic structure also supports the historical
model placing the agency at the core of a process
that begins with the demands of advertisers; is
consolidated and studied in agencies, holds the
ability to propose solutions; and is performed in
channels and other communication platforms.

and the power of all other characters in this

The latest communication means of developed,
digital, is also operational and distribution
platform and composing this set of systems
extend further the chances, making the structure
more intricate, but also valuing the logic of the
model that has worked for many years to be the
best solution for the present and future.

as well as all also need to build positioning and

centenary game, which remains stronger and has
more potential than ever - proven by the fact that
in key global markets most digital entrepreneurs
and organizations are now the industry investing
most in media and traditional creative processes
higher value for their brands, reach top of mind
at consumers, compete for the leading market and
generate positive cash flow.
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The main benefits generated
by the commitments of
participants of Brazilian
Advertising Model

The productive and virtuous
logic of Brazilian Advertising Model is every
commitment undertaken by an organization of
one of its three parts results in one or more
benefits for others. As the system is reciprocal, all,
individually or collectively benefit. There are
obvious benefits for one or more parties, and
other less obvious as they benefit the whole
system, which is solidly supported at least by eight
pillars:
Full-service Agency - The choice of full service
agency model is the enabler (Catalyst / stimulator)
of the whole system and the regulatory
environment (legislation and self-regulation) that
regulate, preserving all rights / obligations
(interest / commitments) of the parties. The fullservice model has the largest and most extensive
geographical and time course in the history of
Brazilian and global advertising and avoids the
dangers increasingly reported around the world,
the breakdown between planning, creation and
media. Therefore, it is a more favorable model to
the interests of advertisers and channels. The first
because it has a positive bias to generate more
efficient advertising as a whole. The second
because it tends to mitigate the removal of the
audience, by the message quality itself and its
greater connection to the media content where it
is broadcasted.
Standard discount - The choice by standard
6

discount system on media investments ensures
that certified agencies receive at least that
amount, to render the full-service to its customers
and supporting the whole model. The main issue
being solved, the media area, a set of
complementary alternatives - of fees by task or
period and fees - ensure the correct
compensation of the agencies, in line with their
tasks for their customers. The standard discount
is efficient, also for the correction of market
failures (as will be seen in two published economic
studies below).
Certification - The certification process ensures
that agencies receiving this recognition maintain
the minimum service, media, creation and
management structure and will render no services
to competitors of their customers. To channels,
besides indicating that media recommendations
will be borne by minimum standards of media
research use, offers a large number of qualified
agencies as a distribution channel and providers
quality messages, generating revenues in capillary
manner (which ensures more freedom to produce
their contents). To the agencies, the need of
obtaining certification ensures that its
competitors thus qualified adopt common ethical
standards defined by self-regulation. Moreover, it
provides legal certainty to the channel and to the
advertiser that they are dealing with a legally
qualified agency with technical security that the
funds will be used according to legal standards and
best business practices.
Del credere - Ensures to channels that agency will
charge and transfer properly thereto amounts
received from advertisers, from media
investment, within the agreed deadlines.
The practice results in efficient collection network
without operational cost increases.

The productive and virtuous
model

logic of Brazilian Advertising

implemented in Brazil privileges, also legally,

Model is every commitment

Competition

for

quality

-

The

competition for quality as an important factor for
the competition through price, keeping the

undertaken by one of its three

possibility of transfer of revenue of scale on larger

parties results in one or more

transactions, and the guarantee that there is also,

benefits for others

to some extent, competition by price.
Single public price list of channels - The legal
obligation of the channels to define single public
list ensures to advertisers and agencies the
necessary transparency, creating clear conditions
for performance of individual and private

only hires perform in order and behalf of its
customer’s advertisers after prior approval,
which results in prior knowledge of all data
related to that business

negotiations on the parties’ interest. Moreover,

Legal certainty and economic advantage
The model implemented for normative

the self-regulatory system requires that audience

environment

and research data is raised according to

regulating thereof, resulting from legal security for

recognized and audited standards, the vehicles

all involved in the reduction of transaction costs.

have to comply with the accepted media

Legal security derives from the mixed system of

schedules and shall only sell space /time to

legislation and self-regulation and induction to

designated customers (avoiding perverse financial

reciprocity between the parties. Lower cost to of

speculation on media prices). All this leads to a
healthier environment for competition between
media organizations, increasing their capability
to compete in an ethical manner.
Transparency of relations - from
transparency of relations between the
parties by the regulatory
environment (legislation and
self-regulation) that regulates it,
Increases the conditions to act in
compliance with this framework,
without
inhibiting
the
competition
between
the
parties,
but
avoiding
the
performance of predators of either side
compromising individually or collectively
others, including its own industry. Pointing
out se to be legally required that agency

(legislation

and

self-regulation)

the transaction comes from synergy and system
efficiencies, from the security
resulting from standardization
of millions of transactions
performed

by

industry

each year, in Continental
size of Brazilian market.

By João Luiz
Faria Netto
(Lawyer,
Consultant of CENP,
director on legal affairs of CONAR and
Sector do Sinapro-RJ) and

Thiago Francisco da Silva Brito (lawyer and
member of Sampaio Ferraz Advogados)
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QUALITY COMPETITION
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF BRAZILIAN
ADVERTISING MODEL
LCA Consultores
In 2014, the LCA Consultores was in charge to perform a study on the Brazilian advertising market,
its essential characteristics and the economic logic of the self-regulation system implemented 19
years ago. The final document is summarized below, but we started by the end, i.e. the conclusions
prepared by the authors, highlighting the main points of their study. The purpose is to emphasize the
importance of reading the full text, which offers an interesting view on the benefits of ethical and
commercial self-regulation of advertising activity.

Conclusions
From two assumptions - the advertising market
is very heterogeneous and competes primarily
through quality, in a strong asymmetric
information environment - the authors of the
study pointed out six conclusions in their analytical
work, highlighting the most relevant failures of
market and the points that are positively offset by
the implementation in Brazil of a mixed system of
law and ethical and commercial self-regulation.
As the advertising industry has important
failures of market - information asymmetry,
adverse selection, free-riding, transaction costs
and external factors - mechanisms of free pricing
would lead to inefficient results if the selfregulation was not implemented.
1)

2) As the legal regulation is deemed insufficient

by the agents of the industry, the self-regulation
appears to be necessary for more efficient
operation of market. Thus, the standard discount
by indicating reference compensation provides
the reduction of the information asymmetry,
reduction of transaction costs and enables the
presence of smaller and younger agencies in
market.
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3) Competition in the price is preserved, as the
minimum standard discount is partially negotiable
and reversible. It represents in fact, a value of
reference, a ceiling.
4) The positive effects of standard discount are:
a) to compensate services rendered by agencies;
b) ensure quality of advertising campaigns; c)
enables competition by agencies without
consolidated reputation, but in a position to offer
services (campaigns) with quality.
5) In the absence of the standard discount,
advertisers and channels should result in costs
and inefficiencies related to numerous
transactions and respective negotiations, with no
price reduction guarantees.
6) Domestic entities representing all industry
agents agreed on the Standards and integrate the
bodies of CENP, representing evidence that all
benefit from self-regulation.

Heterogeneous market
The analysis starts with the parameters of the
advertising industry, with the facts, characteristics
and numbers of advertising companies, the
agencies and the communication channels, based
on data available at the time of preparation of the
study.
The advertisers industry participates with an
annual investment in media in the range of BRL
33.5 billion (according to the latest data available
from Inter-Meios, 2014). There is a high diversity
of advertising companies, but in Brazil the retail
industry, Personal Hygiene and Beauty are the
ones who invest more. In 2014, more than 54
thousand advertisers invested in advertising in
main advertising channels of the country
(according to data from Kantar Ibope Monitor).
In agencies industry, there are approximately 4,4
thousand advertising agencies, approximately
2,160 certified by CENP (according to data at the
time of requesting the study to LCA Consultores).
On those certified by CENP, high geographical
concentration is noted, with 35% of agencies
based in São Paulo and 11% in Minas Gerais; there
is large variety of sizes, but only 5% have annual
revenues higher than BRL 7 million. The largest
agencies are part of large communications groups.
The leaders are mostly over 15 years in the
market. There are a large number of newer and
smaller agencies.

Brazilian advertising market
is large, very heterogeneous
and competes primarily
through quality and
reputation in this respect
significant activity of channels with regional focus.
The market is concentrated in large groups with
different media channels
The competitive standard is based on the quality
Next, showing that in advertising, the competitive
standard is based on quality. The points that
support this statement comes from several highly
relevant academic studies and were summarized by
the authors of the document:
Innovation is the creation and application of new
knowledge and new ideas (Arrow 1962):
• In the markets designated by innovation,
wherein different products are improved
constantly competitive vectors are more focused
on quality and performance than price (Pleatsikas
and Teece, 2001).
• The advertising market is based on new ideas
and quality, and its final product is highly
differentiated.
• The quality of the advertising campaign
becomes the variable key. Therefore, the purpose
of the main service of an agency is to produce
creative ideas and campaigns that will leverage
sales / profit / reputation of advertisers (Arzhagi,
2005).
• The poor quality campaigns should bring

The channels industry consists of many media
and communication channels. Among the main
segments, TV is leading on BRL 23.16 billion annual
revenue (according to the mentioned InterMeios); followed by newspaper (BRL 2.88 billion /
year) and Pay TV (BRL 2.02 billion / year). The
advertising in Internet is an important segment,
with very significant growth recently. There is

negative returns for all agents as it denigrate the
advertiser's brand and affect the audience of
channels (creating major difficulties for other
advertisers)
Thus, as in other markets guided by innovation,
competition is intense in the quality, and the price
has secondary role.
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Based on the traditional study AgencyScope
carried out by Scopen, international consulting
present in 12 countries, LCA has identified that the
main attribute of advertising agency, as identified
by advertisers is the creativity / innovation (57%
of responses), while quality / price ratio is in 8th
position (12%). The creativity is the most valued
characteristic in all other countries where
research is performed.
In the selection process, consistently to have
strategic thought appears as determinant for
76.5% of those in customers involved in carrying
out selection processes of new agencies, while
creativity is highlighted by 66.5% of them. It was
also noted that advertisers recognize the work
performed by the agencies has a significant impact
on the results of companies. Most advertisers
(49% of respondents) believe that advertising
agencies are relevant for business growth.
Continuing the analysis, LCA’s study states that
the industry legislation points out to the
competition related to quality, as the Law # 12.232
recognizes the importance of quality by
determining procedures for advertising bidding in
the government and defines as a rule for
contracting the use of "best technique" or
"technique and price."
Another aspect of the analysis was the
reputation in the industry, which is an important
factor in markets with information asymmetry and
difficulty in obtaining the product quality (Fedele
and Tedeschi, 2011). As for advertising, where
reputation is an important signaling mechanism,
and reason for the market leaders seek to build
their reputation to signal quality. Building
reputation demand considerable time and
investment by the agencies. A fact corroborated
by the age of larger agencies as the leaders are, in
general, more than 15/20 years in market.
10

Still on the competitive pattern of such market,
the study shows that the rivalry between agencies
is high and occurs mainly on the quality, with price
taking secondary role. The price is irrelevant
variable in the choice of the agencies for a bidding
(used for only 1.7% of interviewers) and is a
secondary reason for an advertiser to change
agency (14.6% changed agency for costs and lack
of transparency), according to the Scopen.
The market is highly competitive; however, vast
majority of contracting (85%) is performed on
bidding between agencies. This percentage of
bidding is similar to the average of the countries
where the Scopen research is performed (80%).
Closing this part of the analysis, the study points
out that the research indicates high fidelity
between agency and advertiser in Brazil. The
average relationship is 5.9 years.
Then the LCA highlights the valuation aspect of
quality by the CENP, which grants Technical
Qualification Certificate aiming at ensuring a
minimum pattern to increase the likelihood of
advertising campaigns with quality and represents
signalizing reputation by the certified agencies.
This qualification certification is strictly granted by
CENP. Failure to comply with issues related to this
theme (professional structure, physical structure
and media research), the number of denied
certifications was 432 between January and July
2015, equivalent to 41% of new applications (data
of CENP’s Certification Department). It is important
to note, also, that there is no record of claim from
advertisers on the work of certified agencies.

The positive effects of the standard discount
LCA also examined the minimum standard
discount of 20% by channels, recommended for
the certified agencies; which is a percentage of
business made other than price in absolute terms;
which is a negotiable percentage as minimum,
that is nothing prevents to be above 20% or,
according to Exhibit B of Standards, should be
below 20%.
The minimum standard discount is a reference
compensation aimed to stimulate the quality of
services without eliminating competition by price.
(1)
For relationship between non-certified
agencies and advertisers, as well as relationship in
non-compliance with agencies members of the
self-regulation model, the compensating discount
is the result of free negotiation. Mentioning also
the existence of cases of advertisers with
significant funds, scheduled reversal of the
standard discount of agency to advertisers with
these characteristics, always referenced in Exhibit
B of the Standards
The amount of the reversal is subject to significant
annual gross investment in the media by
advertiser, due to economies of scale; also is
subject to the media funds to be at least two times
higher than the production; and defines a
maximum of 5 percentage points from 20 of the
standard discount. The rationale for this reversal
is the scale effect as to the extent it increases the
volume of expenditure on media in the same
advertising

campaign,

cost

is

diluted

on

management / negotiation and preparation of the
same advertising campaign to certain advertiser.

The minimum of
standard-discount is a
reference compensation that
aims to stimulate the quality of
services without eliminating
competition by price
Self-regulation benefits the market
In addition to stimulating quality campaigns, as
already mentioned, there are services and
aggregation of additional value. The key benefits
for advertisers are those increasing the
efficiencies of media investment:
• Agency selects, with technical expertise, the
best channels and space / time;
• Expertise of media research allows contracting
advertising space more valued and technical
arguments for negotiating prices;
• The agency also negotiates with channels, the
trade discount. Advertiser is allowed to
participating in the negotiating directly with the
channel;
• Reducing transaction costs caused by the
number of negotiations with channels;
• Small advertisers would lack bargaining power
and expertise to negotiate commercial discount
with the channels;
• According to AgencyScope research, Media /
Negotiation capacity is a valued attribute, even
more than good quality / price ratio.
As for the channels, the main benefits are:
• Higher legal security, with additional points of
control - agency charges the amounts owed by the
advertiser, reducing default, which minimizes
costs of channels with collecting departments

(1) It is important to note that the standard discount is the compensation for the rendering of media services by agency, as other

tasks such as planning new projects, creation in general, supervision of production and research, among others, have the
compensation provided for the Standard , and reference to best practice.
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 Development of new advertisers;
• Technical negotiation based on media research,
which raises the perceived value of the space / time
of channel;
• Facilitates commercial range to thousands of
advertisers.
The positive effects on market failures
LCA also examined the market failures in the
advertising - information asymmetry, adverse
selection, free-riding, transaction costs and external
factors - their consequences and the positive
effects of standard discount system.

media planning to performance, as it denigrates
the image of the product and the company. A poor
campaign should even bring negative return;
• As the quality is very relevant, larger agencies
with more consolidated reputation have
advantage, although they have higher prices;
• On the total investment of the advertiser to
advertising campaigns, the cost of the agency is
relatively low, indicating low sensitivity to prices
The effect of information asymmetry would be
market concentration in the hands of Agencies with
consolidated reputation, hindering new entrants.

The failure of the market on information asymmetry
results from very heterogeneous market of the
advertising industry in economic power of agents,
with the following realities and consequences:

Analyzing the positive effects of the standard

• The agencies segment is sprayed and most
players with economic reduced size versus others,
although there is concentration in big players;
• Agencies still no consolidated reputation would
be the weakest segment of the chain, but they
should be able to develop quality campaigns;
• In the information asymmetric, these agencies
would not be able to signal its quality and to deal
more evenly with channels and advertisers.

First is an efficient advertising market requires
fierce competition in the quality.

The absence of reference (represented by standard
discount) should make it difficult for agencies
without consolidated reputation and younger to be
properly compensated, greatly hindering their stay
in the market, on the possibility that:
• The agencies compete intensely by price to
attract customers;
• Advertiser have extremely low willingness to
risk getting a poor campaign in all aspects of the
12

discount, the study indicates four important
points.

Second is by establishing a standard discount, a
minimum income is ensured for agencies and
provides incentives for greater competition in the
quality.

This standard discount contributes to

reduce the market concentration associated with
the need to establishing brand and reputation to
signal quality. There is therefore an incentive to
competition in quality: smaller agencies, but able
to produce quality campaigns can compete in
more symmetric basis with larger agencies.
Third point is the standard discount does not mean
protection to inefficient agencies, as inefficient
agencies, unable to produce quality campaigns do
not survive to the competition in the market

Finally, fourth point is bidding remains in the price.
In the adverse selection related to the information
asymmetry, market failure occurs when one agent
in a transaction fails to note certain relevant
information on goods/ service, such as quality. The
advertisers have difficulty in assessing ex-ante the
quality of work of each agency; there is high
subjectivity in assessing and risk; using a free
pricing mechanism, advertisers will not have a
tendency to pay agencies assuming campaigns of
good quality as the amount they will pay is to only
pay poor services; and ex post there is difficulty in
assessing the effect of the campaign. There is,
therefore, lack of incentive to produce quality
campaigns.
The effect of the standard discount in this case is
that the reference price ensures a minimum
compensation

of

agencies

and

raises

the

competition for quality. It creates incentives for
companies to expand the quality of the campaigns
offered, as it is the extent that agencies will stand
out from their competitors. Thus, there is a
tendency that the average quality of advertising
campaigns increases.
Concerning the failure of free-riding market, the
three most harmful aspects are advertisers, on the
nature of the creative work of the agencies, can
appropriate of the contents of several competitors
and share only with an agency to be contracted
therefore, it can have reduced prices. Incidentally, it
is quite common in the market, the called
"speculative” bidding (it is estimated that only 10%
of bidding in Brazil are effectively compensated).
There could be, therefore, the reduction in sales of
higher quality agencies, as the potential "ride”
behavior of advertisers should be they contract the

The effect of information
asymmetry would be market
concentration in the hands of
Agencies with consolidated
reputation, hindering new
entrants
poorer quality agencies that cover a lower
price. In the end, this situation discourages
the production of better quality campaigns as
the ideas of good quality agencies should
likely be appropriated by advertisers and
agencies of poorer quality.
The sum of these failures can result in
production of low quality advertising
campaigns. However, to establish a reference
value for negotiations between the parties,
the standard discount reduces the incentive
for advertisers to change agencies with more
quality by agencies with less quality. Thus, the
misappropriation of ideas is mitigated by the
standard discount and agencies of higher
quality shall have incentives to offer their
higher quality services.
In failure of costs of transaction market, the
issues result from the performance of
economic transactions involving various costs,
such as negotiation, complexity of drafting the
agreement, monitoring and enforcement of
contractual terms, difficulty of measuring the
performance (Milgrom and Roberts, 1992);
and the advertising market, involves price
negotiation of several types of campaigns
possibilities, schedules, Shows, formats, etc.
while the negotiated services (advertising
campaigns) are quite heterogeneous and
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differentiated. The quality and the effect of the
campaign ex-ante is difficult to assess, even a
posteriori there is high subjectivity involved in
evaluating the quality of the campaign and its
outcomes. On the high volume and complexity of
transactions, this cost of quality measurement
and monitoring becomes quite significant
Thus, the high costs in individual negotiation create
difficulties in the proper pricing considering the
quality of service be rendered. Reference price is
reduced with the standard discount on the
number of interactions between agencies and
advertisers and between agencies and channels,
which reduces transaction costs as it eliminates
the preparation of complex agreements involving
subjective services and difficult to verify and
monitor; minimizes conflicts and decreases the
time spent in the negotiations. Thus, this effect
reduces the transaction costs for the chain.
In the failure of the market from external factors,
it shall be considered that in the advertising
market, quality of advertising campaigns has
indirect effects as well as leverage the reputation
and sales of the goods or service advertised: in
channels, the audience is negatively affected by
possible low quality of advertising campaigns; to
advertisers, quality of campaign chosen by certain
advertiser affects the efficiency of other
campaigns, as the fall of the channel audience
reaches the campaigns of other advertisers; in
addition, the loss of credibility should affect future
campaigns.
The investments in production of suboptimal
quality campaigns is a possible effect.
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The standard discount, on the other hand,
ensures reference compensation to stimulate the
investment level in quality more closer to
desirable; increase competition by quality, raises
the average level of this market; quality is
incorporated to campaigns in the production
chain.
The positive external factors, in turn, is all agents
will benefit from the best quality of advertising
campaigns and the effect will be an increase in
investment in production of quality campaigns..
In summary:
• The information asymmetric is attenuated by the
certification carried out by CENP and recognized
by law.
• To the power asymmetry, the standard discount
as reference compensation intensifies the
competition imposed by agencies that do not have
reputation but provide quality services.
• In the adverse selection, the standard discount
causes the reference remuneration encouraging
agencies to offer quality work.
• Regarding free-riding, the standard discount
causes the reference compensation mitigating
investment allocation problem in quality services.
• Regarding transaction costs, the standard
discount generates reduction in the number and
complexity of the necessary negotiations.
• Finally, to offset external negative factors, the
standard discount approximates the investment
level in quality to socially desirable.
Thus, the Standard, particularly, the standard
discount, are essential to increase the economic
efficiency of the industry. The indication of a
reference amount settles the effects of market
failures – as the legal regulation (current laws and
decrees) was considered insufficient.

Competition in the price remains, as the 20%
standard discount does not represent fixing the
pricing as it is not fixation of direct price, it is a
percentage that follows from free negotiation; the
standard discount is assessed on the media cost,
which is a free amount and intensively negotiated:
evidence indicates that, on average, negotiated
discounts should exceed 70% of the list value and
there is no hindrance to advertiser participates in
the negotiations with the agency; as budget of
advertisers is established a priori , agencies
leading the negotiation and are encouraged to
negotiate trade discounts to ensure greater
exposure of the campaign, resulting in higher
positive effect of the service (it should be noted
that the contracting of space and time only occurs
after advertiser’s approval); Standards indicate
only a minimum, as the value should be higher
than 20% and standard discount should be
amounts lower than 20%, according to Exhibit B of
Standard.
Agencies and advertisers should choose not to
negotiate under the Standards. In this case, CENP
defines these relationships as non-compliance
with the standards, but the agencies continue to
be certified. It is warning merely declaratory to the

Transactions are reduced
with the standard
discount along the chain,
causing the positive effect
of fast track

agency, sent to advertisers and associated
channels and founders entities associated with
CENP for acknowledgement. In addition, the
compensation of agencies does not involve
standard discount, as this is not the only source of
revenue of agencies. Internal costs and third party
service fees are negotiated in compensation.
Additional compensation should also be by
performance.
Thus, the minimum discount-standard of 20% is,
in fact, a reference, which does not eliminate
competition in price and ensures all incentives to
fierce competition in the quality and benefits
extended to all agents directly or indirectly involved
in the advertising industry.
Paper prepared by Silvia Fagá de Almeida and
Bernardo Macedo, of LCA Consultores, upon the
request of Sampaio Ferraz Advogados for
documenting the administrative proceeding
involving CENP at CADE
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ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC RATIONALITY
OF BRAZILIAN ADVERTISING MARKET
SELF-REGULATION
FA Economic Studies

Following is discussed and mostly reproduced, Executive Summary of economic report prepared by FA
Economic Studies upon the request of Sampaio Ferraz Advogados to CENP, in order to submit n the
administrative proceeding carried out by CADE to investigate Advertising Activity Standard and
CENP’s economic rationality of Brazilian self-regulation model the administrative proceeding was filed
on January 18, 2017.

Conclusions
We start at the end, i.e., the last three paragraphs
of the Executive Summary prepared by the
authors, which highlight the main conclusions of
their Opinion. The purpose is to emphasize to our
readers the importance of reading the full text,
which offers a new view on the benefits of ethical
and commercial self-regulation of advertising
activity.
"The criteria and standards adopted in the
Standards are available and accessible to anyone,
and extensible to any entrant in the market. That is,
Standards are not strategically used as a way to
hinder the entry of advertising agencies. In fact,
the Standards are expressly mentioned in the law.
"More than that, Standards are not require to
operate in the market. Advertisers can only
interpret non-certification as the outcome of
disclosing process of the type of agency, which in
this case would be quality on average lower, with
regard to representation of more than half the
market in operation process.
"For all the above, this Opinion concludes that
there is an economic rationale for the Standards
established by CENP that is not supported in an
16

attempt to reduce the competition. Rather, the
Standards aim at remedy market imperfections
and thus enlarge social welfare, opposite effect to
the presence of anti-competitive practices. "
The analysis, step-by-step
The authors begin their paper pointing out that
“ Brazilian advertising market has its own and
unique
legislative-regulatory
framework,
consisting of a set of laws and Decrees, as well as
standards drafted by managers of the main
entities representing advertisers, advertising
agencies and communication channels, which
have created and maintain an entity to ensure
these standards, which represents all in its internal
bodies. This entity is Executive Board of the
Standard, CENP, created in 1998 ".
The analytical text continues noting that "the
Advertising Activity Standards also define the
behavior and rules of best ethical and business
practices between key players of the Brazilian
advertising: advertisers, advertising agencies and
the communication channels." Noting, then, that

in 2005, administrative proceeding started to the
detriment of CENP under the allegation that the
entity's role as monitoring and certification agency
of the Brazilian advertising market would be
detrimental to free competition". In particular, "it
pointed out that some Standards could be
considered harmful to competition.”
But experts point out immediately, "that modern
antitrust economic theory considers that some
business behaviors usually seen as negative for
competition actually should be the answer to a
need to remedy certain market failures. In this
case, the behaviors initially considered
anticompetitive have the potential to increase
social welfare, and there is no reason for a
possible judgment. "
Following and to assess whether this would be the
case of the Advertising Activity Standard, the
authors expose in a didactic way the operation of
trade relations between advertisers, advertising
agencies and communication channels; describe
legislative and regulatory framework of the
industry (all the details on this theme are in
Document 1 of his series of publications of CENP ),
as mentioned Standards; and identify the
existence of possible market failures if they could,
under the legislation and self-regulation
framework, lead the market to operate in a
suboptimal situation in some of its aspects and
moments.
After describing the services provided by
advertising agency and the communication
channels, how they are vertically related, the text
of the experts explained details of their
relationships with customers-advertisers, noting
that, in all circumstances, “the agency contracts

There is an economic
rationale for the
Standards
on behalf and for advertiser, advertising space /
time of the communication channels, always based
on the negotiated budget and approved by
customer as well as media planning and creative
activity (advertising campaign) developed thereby
(also approved by customer)".
The descriptive / analytical text of the opinion
emphasizes that "the prices charged by several
channels are set in price lists disclosed to the
audience (1)
and traditionally part of
compensation of agencies corresponds to a
percentage of the amount charged by the
communication channels to advertisers.
Clarifying, also, that "in addition to the revenues
from standard discount, the agency is also paid by
the advertiser for internal costs and creation, as
well as receive fees on the administration of third
party services, such as production of printed
advertising, a film etc. ".
In the following paragraphs, the consultants’
document discusses the billing procedures and
payment of the contracted space / time, noting
that "these trade relations are supported by
legislation and by the Standard of CENP" and that
"if the agency has the technical qualification
certificate issued by CENP - it is the Technical
Qualification Certificate - this standard discount
shall not be lower than 20% of the deal amount
sent to the channel.”
The authors point out also that "through selfregulation, there are some mechanisms of
flexibilization of standards related to standard
discount as the ability to review part of the
agency's compensation to the advertiser when the

(1) On these prices, channels should offer conditions or advantages of its convenience, that is, trade discounts, subject to the provisions of
Standard 2.3.
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annual gross investment made by the advertiser is
expressive and media budget is at least two times
higher than the production (Standard 3.5).
The opinion continues pointing out that “this selfregulation has its own rationality, supported on

the need for circumventing market failures rather
than the intention of reducing competition in the
advertising market; market failures are
summarized in Table 1 ".

Table 1 – Summary of Market Failure in the Advertising Industry
Market Failure

Brief Description

Adverse selection

Information asymmetry with
regarding the quality of the agencies
Free riding
Capture of ideas generated by an
(Positive external factors)
agencies
Negative external factors
Low quality of advertising turns
audience away from channels
Transaction costs
Information costs:
Opportunism and plurality of
transactions
"For the advertising market, evaluating the quality
of service rendered by advertising agencies
involves a high degree of subjectivity and is of
course less observable or quantified, in respect to
other goods markets. Therefore, one of the
market failures that feature the advertising
market is information asymmetry in assessing the
'quality' of the service rendered by advertising
agencies, leading to the classic problem

of

adverse selection.
"In markets with adverse selection issues, the
proportion of the offer of the poor service
providers tends to be higher than the proportion
of those who render good quality services. Thus,
the purchaser (in this case, advertiser) assigns a
higher probability that the service provider will
provide poor quality than the good quality
service. This issue will impact as more negative as
more distant are the qualities among service
providers of good and poor quality.
18

Economic Agent
Involved
Advertisers and Agencies
Advertisers and Agencies
Channels, Advertisers and
Agencies
Channels, Advertisers and
Agencies

"In this case, signaling mechanisms are required
to enable purchasers (in case, advertisers) to
segment properly the sellers (in this case the
advertising agencies) according to their quality.
The agencies certification carried out by CENP aims
at filling this gap in the advertising market,
signaling to potential purchasers and those
establishing part of compensation (the channels)
the extent to which each agency complies or not
with certain technical requirements.
"Remembering - continues the document - the
certification follows transparent rules and
promotes the classification of the agencies in
accordance with the size of each, ensuring
equality among them. Moreover, certification is
not mandatory, nor prevents the channel to offer
standard discount or higher for non-certified
agencies. The available evidence suggests, also,
that most of the agencies in the country operates
regularly without certification.

"The exclusion of so-called 'media bureau' (2)
and other similar items, which add almost nothing
of value to the service, is also another measure
contributing to improve signage on the quality of
advertising agencies (3) . In addition, the
exclusion of “media bureau “avoids a possible
monopoly conduct on the sale of advertising space
by these agents. Noting that the central of media
do not perform the creation activities, origin of
most market failure justifying CENP’s standards.
"Finally, CENP - in partnership with other entities provides free of charge to small-size agencies,
research and elements deemed necessary to
ensure their quality conditions of performance
and the possibility of the growth. Thus, small-size
agencies become more competitive, to the extent
it provides information, otherwise, for their small
size, would not be easily obtained by market
mechanisms.

The information asymmetry in
assessing the 'quality' of the
service takes the classic
problem of "adverse selection"
Opinion refers to the free-riding. Usually advertiser
company requests projects of advertising
campaigns compare the proposals and chooses
one. Moreover, in most cases, agencies have two,
three or more campaigns to have one approved
and disseminated, but is paid when the advertiser
chooses and perform the campaign.
"It is expected, however, that several of the ideas
raised by non-winning agencies in regard to
advertisements and particularly the marketing
strategy and media planning are transferred to the
winning agency to make a mix and match among
the strong points of the proposals of each agency.
"In that case, there will be incentive for the
advertiser starts the design of the advertisement
with a more sophisticated agency therefore more

"These measures make clearer how each
advertising agency is in respect to information
input 'media research', while ensuring the
rendering of a minimum information to smaller
agencies. In summary, the Standards, in that
context, reduce the potential range of the 'types'
of agencies: the shorter the distance between the
types, the smaller the problem created by
information asymmetry. Noting that the predefinition of standard discount percentage, in this
context, is acts an incentive to certification by the
agencies.

expensive and then in the 'middle of the road',
decides to transfer to a simpler and cheap agency
in less intensive stages in creativity.
"The free-riding issue mentioned above should
also be construed as positive external factors issue:
the good quality service of an agency benefits not
only itself, but all agencies. In this case, however,
the external factors generated to competing
agencies corresponds to decrease in sales of the
agency that originated the external factor. That is,
when there is free-riding, a positive external factor
benefits other competitors to the extent of

Free-riding

damages caused to the most creative agency.

"Another identified market failure was in this
(2) Media bureau and the like are large-size companies that act as wholesaler purchasing of large amount of advertising space from channels
and selling them to the agencies. These agents perform no creative activity.
(2) It is pointed out that the exclusion of "media bureau" does not result from the Standards: the legislation (Law Number 4.680 / 65) provides
that only advertising agencies should receive the standard discount and agents, the fees, and no discount and fee to any other agents.
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"For this reason, free-riding compromises the
welfare, leading to deficient rendering of services to
consumer (in this case, the creative services
rendered by advertising agencies).
"Theoretically, a chance to solve this issue would be
to create a mechanism for the costly 'withdrawal' of
customer from the business relationship with the
agency, for example, signature of an exclusive
agreement between customer and advertising
agency with penalty high enough to avoid the
change by another agency.
"However, the exclusivity should compromise the
agency incentives to work as efficiently as possible.
Moreover, the exclusive agreement scope should
be limited, as usually in this market the advertiser
performs a previous survey among agencies before
deciding.
"Moreover, as it will be discussed elsewhere in this
opinion, the advertiser, as a rule, has greater
bargaining power in negotiations with agencies, it is
not feasible, therefore, think the advertiser is
subject the rules that hinder its withdrawal from the
business relationship.
"Laws and CENP’s Standards deal with this issue in
complementary manner. Firstly, by defining the
advertiser shall refrain from using the services of
other agencies for the dissemination of the same
concepts, ideas, brands and products. Moreover,
legislation and Standards establish that the agency
should refrain from collaborating with companies,
institutions, concepts, ideas, brands, products or
services that compete directly with the customer.
"Second, a kind of 'prior notice’ is provided for to
terminate the advertising agreement that would be
at least 60 days. This generates an increase in the
cost of free-riding.
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"Third, CENP regulates the compensation of
agencies as a percentage of the amounts owed by
the advertiser to the channel of that media as set
forth by Law Number 4,680 / 65, through the socalled 'standard discount' determined, at least on
20%. If the compensation of the agency is a fixed
percentage of amount to media, the incentive to
the free-riding is substantially reduced: after all, if
the customer changes agency in the middle of the
service, 'digging for ideas' of other more creative
agencies, it will not be making any significant
savings, except that from a potentially lower price
charged by the agency for the administration
(fees) of third-party services or its own services
(domestic and creation costs).
"It is pointed out, however, that the standard
discount rule is not rigid. The possibility of
reducing the percentage of 20% is provided for
industry self-regulation, which would result in
lower compensation by the agency. However,
flexibilization of the percentage of 20% is related
to the staggered transfer of the difference to
advertisers who perform expressive advertising
investments. That is, the flexibilization allows
advertisers to earn kind of discount for economies
of scale in the agency's works: the higher the
investment made by advertiser, the higher the
transfer it is entitled to.
"The discounts by economies of scale are
important for the best use of economies of scale
made by the agency in fulfillment of the highest
amounts of media. If the negotiation of transfer
to the advertisers were free, there would be the
risk of compromising the remedy of failures of
market listed in this Opinion for the low
bargaining power of agencies before advertisers.
"To avoid this risk, the Standards established
limits for transfers to advertisers. Thus, gains
from the best use of economies of scale are

earned by advertisers, while protecting the
standard discount mechanism to remedy the
mentioned market failures.
Negative external factors.

The certification promotes
the classification of the
agencies according to their
size, ensuring equality
between them

"A third identified market failure refers to
negative external factors. The more advertising a
channel have, the lower its audience and the
worse the quality of advertising, the more
significant will be this effect. That is, the effects of
an advertisement with poor quality are not limited
to the advertiser responsible thereby, but spread
to the other participants of the market: other
advertisers, channels and other agencies. These
are negative external factors. CENP’s standards
have also facing this issue as they improve the
quality of advertising - by favoring competition for
quality - and expand its offer.

Communication Channels - Executive Board of
Standards there is a high number of business
transactions in the relationship between channels
and agencies. The existence of a large number of
commercial transactions between these agents
multiplies the transaction costs of industry. The
standardization of the "standardized" part of
contractual provisions of these transactions allows
reducing these costs.

Transaction costs

Are there Side Effects?

"Finally, we observe the existence of transaction
costs . On the one hand, there is an intense,
constant interaction between advertiser and
advertising agency, and this interaction is
permeated by strong information asymmetry.
Moreover, the aforementioned issue of free-riding
highlights the possible existence of opportunistic
behavior of advertisers, and 'weaker' agencies.

Continuing the analysis, the consultants indicate
that "remains to be analyzed possible side effects
of standards on the reduction of the competition
degree in markets of advertisers, agencies and
channels.

"It can be stated, therefore that the information
asymmetry and opportunistic behavior intrinsic to
the economic agents generate impose
informational costs ex ante and ex post in the
commercial relationship between advertiser and
advertising agency.
"On the other hand, as explained in the
consultation forwarded to Professor Elizabeth
M.M.Q. Farina about Self-Regulatory Agreement
between Advertisers, Advertising Agencies and

"Both the certification rule and standard discount
rule (and the rules that allow flexibility of this
discount) contribute to reduce these transaction
costs."

"In the competition among communication
channels the impacts are minimal. The channels
are required by law to disclose their prices in
public lists and should negotiate trade discounts
on these amounts with the agencies and
advertisers represented thereby. The standard
discount rule and limits for transfer does not affect
the prices in public lists, nor impact any trade
discounts negotiated between channels and
advertisers.
"Moreover, the discount amount that channels
determine to the agencies affects occasionally the
price charged for the space / time to advertisers: a
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possible suspension of this discount probably
would not generate smaller prices for advertisers,
as the channels would be deprived from the
mechanism to eliminate negative external factors,
one of the reasons for such a discount. Finally, as
the Law 4,680 / 65 prohibits the payment of
discount or commission to an agent other than the
advertising agency or agent (4) , Advertisers could
not force the channels to transfer 20% discount
thereto.
"In fact, the elimination of 20% minimum
standard discount would cause a problem in terms
of market failures, while its impact on the price for
advertisers would be unpredictable. In fact: (I) the
distribution of this amount between advertisers
and channels would be subject to the bargaining
power of each party in the business relationship,
it is likely that the big advertisers would obtain a
larger share of this amount to the detriment of
small business advertisers; (Ii) agencies, in turn,
clearly would have to find a new compensation for
their services. Therefore, advertisers would
receive services invoices from agencies of their
choice and media planning, among others. Thus,
there is no evidence that the standard discount
extinction would generate lower amounts to
advertisers, not to mention the destruction of
economic value caused by no remedy of the
above-identified market failures.
"In the case of competition among advertisers
we should not speak on damage to the
competition. Advertising and propaganda
expenses in various economic industries are
influenced by competitive strategies among
companies in each market, other than the
hypothetical market power of advertising
agencies, which are the weakest link in such
production chain.
(4)
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Article 11.

"That is, the Standards do not affect the
competition among advertisers for selling their
products and / or services. In fact as seen above,
the elimination of standard discount or transfer
rules would have uncertain effect on advertiser's
costs in relation to advertising, probably smaller
advertisers would experience and increase of these
costs vis-à-vis large advertisers, a fact that would
reduce their competitiveness against the large
competitors in their industry.
"In the competition among agencies there is, in
fact, a partial restriction of competition by prices
to the extent that it ensures, through the
suggested restrictions in transfer of standard
discount to advertisers, a floor to net commission
that agencies receive from channels. In the
absence of such restrictions, the amount
transferred to advertisers would most likely be
higher for the greater bargain power of the last in
relation to the agencies. Thus, the 'loss' to bear
under the standard discount transfer would be
less potential degree of price competition in the
advertising agencies market.
"However, it is reasonable to assume that the
remedy of market failures that ensure a better
quality of the services rendered by the agencies
overcome a possible partial reduction of
competition in the price, that is, the economic
value generated by the mechanisms that remedy
the market failures (efficiencies) exceeds any
damages from a reduction of price competition.
"Such statement seems plausible as the
advertisers participating of CENP are signatories
of the Standards.

Moreover, we use the term 'possible' as above, it
is not clear if the total amount paid by advertisers
(channels and agencies) in fact would be reduced
to the standard discount on the elimination and /
or termination of transfer rule. Indeed, the
agencies would have to find other ways to be pad
and channels would lose the incentive to offer
standard discounts to the agencies

The Standards improve
advertising quality
- by favoring competition by
quality and expand its offer
"The market failures described above, as well as
mechanisms to remedy thereof are summarized
by Table 2.

Table 2 - Market failures and Remedy Mechanism
Agents
Market Failure Brief Description
Economics
Involved
Adverse
Asymmetry of Advertisers and
Selection
information with
Agencies
about the quality
of the agencies
Free riding
Capture of ideas Advertisers and
(External factors generated by
Agencies
positive)
Agency

External factors
negative

Costs of
Transactions

Poor quality of
advertising
removed
audience of
channels

Channels,
Advertisers and
Agencies

Costs
information;
Channels,
opportunism and Advertisers and
Multiplicity of
Agencies
transactions

Remedy Mechanism
Certification (NP 2.5)

Prohibition on the use ideas of third parties
(Art. 9 of section VII of Decree 57.690/66 and
NP 3.3);
Prior notice (Art. 9 of section V of
Decree 57.690/66 and NP 3.3);
Standard-discount (Art. 11 of Law #4.680/65,
art 11 of Decree 57.690/66; art 19 of Law
number 12.232/10 and NP 2.5);
Transfer rules of standard-discount (art. 11,
sole § of Law #4.680/65; and NP 3.5)
Standard-Discount (Art. 11 of Law #4.680/65;
Art. 11 of Decree 57.690/66; Art. 19 of Law
#12.232/10 and NP 2.5);
Transfer rules of standard-discount (Art. 11,
sole § of Law #4.680/65 and NP 3.5)
Standard-Discount (Art. 11 of Law #4.680/65,
art. 11 of Decree 57.690/66; art. 19 of Law #
12.232/10 and NP 2.5);
Transfer rules of standard-discount (Art. 11,
sole § of the Law #4.680/65 and NP 3.5)
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Figure 3 - Displacement of demand curve

Comparing to international standards
Further, the authors report, "the Standards were
also analyzed in the light of American and
European guidelines concerning

Price

cooperation

Demand 2

agreements between competitors, although the
Demand 1

analysis in this case does not refer specifically to

Offer

cooperation agreements between competitors.
Indeed, in CENP, representatives are present of
the communication channels, the advertising
agencies and advertisers vertically related.
"On one hand, the 'cooperation' between

Amount

competitors aims at the standardization of prices,
restrictions of quantity or market division, among
others, and is characterized as a harmful

allows consumers in case the advertisers, to

arrangement to welfare. On the other hand, it is

perform more contracting with good quality

recognized in international doctrine that there is a

advertising agencies, which increases the average

large set of cooperatives activities between
competitors that generate positive impacts on
welfare. Thus, the application of the 'rule of
reason' that assesses the reasonableness of the
cooperative activity against the potential harm to

quality of service. On other hand, quality increase
displaces the demand curve upward and to the
right, thus generating, expansion of service of
market as a whole.
displacement.
"The reduction of free-riding provides the

competition is a constant on how the antitrust

proper incentives for agencies to invest in quality,

authority addresses the case.

again increasing the quality and quantity of

"Concerning US guidelines (5) the first issue to

service. The increase in quality benefits the

highlight is the recognition that the competitors

consumer explicitly considered by the antitrust

allowed to perform cooperative activities are

authority.

trade or professionals associations, such as CENP.
The Guidelines also state that it would be
investigated whether the cooperative activity
benefits - or potentially benefit - consumers
through the expansion of the product, the price
reduction, improvement of quality or innovation.
"In the analysis in this opinion, there has been
noted the attenuation of adverse selection issue

"Finally, the increase of quality also mitigates
the issue of negative external factors between the
agencies and the media.
"The only variable that could go on opposite
direction to provisions in US Guidelines is price in
fact, with better information on ‘Who’s Who’,

(5) “Antitrust Guidelines for Collaborations among Competitors”, of April 2000
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Figure 3 demonstrates this

advertisers will become more willing to pay more
than before, as the uncertainty about the quality
of service has declined. The displacement of the
demand curve by advertising to the right and
upwards should 'distribute' its effect between an
offer increase and a price increase. But in this
case, price increase reflects solely the fact that the
consumers are more satisfied with the service,
becoming more willing to pay for it.
"The US Guidelines also require that the
cooperative arrangement is regarded as a
'reasonable needs’ (6) for the performance of its
efficiency goal. One of the possibilities of
"reasonable need" described in the Guidelines is
precisely the prevention of behaviors of free-rider
that harm investments. Thus, the Standards
addressing the issue of free-riding, respond
directly to this explicit concern of US Guidelines,
featuring clear efficiency.
"One caveat highlighted by the US Guidelines
also related to 'reasonable need' refers to
alternative means of achieving the goals.
"With regard to the free-riding issue, the
theoretical possibility was analyzed to solve the
issue with the customer (the advertiser) writing an
exclusive agreement with the advertising agency,
with fine high enough to prevent the change by
another agency. However, this exclusivity would
compromise the agency's incentive to work as
efficiently as possible, which alternative would not
be feasible in most of the cases. That is, this means
theoretically, 'less restrictive' tends to lose
practical meaning, bringing closer Standard on
what is meant by agreement 'reasonably needed

The Standard are aligned with
the American and European
guidelines concerning
cooperation agreements
between competitors
"With regard to the European Commission’s
Guidelines (7) the potential efficiencies are
highlighted
of
so-called
"standardization
agreements" related primarily to the quality
increase.
"As discussed, the standardization promoted
Standards would allow the best development of
advertising market to mitigate the problems of
adverse selection and mitigate free-riding which
implies deficient quality.
"The European Guidelines also highlight the role
of standards 'Facilitating the choice of consumers
and improve product quality', which is precisely
what you obtain when he adverse selection issue
is mitigated. Increased capacity of comparison of
consumers (in the case the advertisers), is also
clearly indicated in European Commission’s
Guidelines.
"Finally, European Guidelines provide special
emphasis on the need for transparency of
information on the standardization for reaching
the agreement, avoiding unnecessary increase of
barriers to entry of competitors."
Paper prepared by Jorge Fagundes, Cesar Mattos,
Maria Margarete da Rocha, Marcos Lima and
Marislei Nishijima, of FA Estudos Econômicos

(6) Reasonably necessary
(7) “Orientações sobre a aplicação do artigo 101 do Tratado sobre o Funcionamento da União Europeia aos acordos de cooperação
horizontal”. (2011/C 11/01) of 01/14/2011. Official Journal of the European Union
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INSTITUTIONAL

CENP – CONSELHO EXECUTIVO DAS NORMAS-PADRÃO
MISSION

PERMANENT PERFORMANCE

HISTORY

CENP, as business ethics entity is

Technical Qualification Certification
CENP certifies the technical
qualification
of
Advertising
Agencies, ensuring that they have
physical and personnel structure
compatible with the market in
which they operate, and the
appropriate use of media
research.

CENP, Executive Board of the
Standards, was incorporated on
December 16, 1998 through a free
agreement between the entities
representing the main economic
agents of the Brazilian advertising
market.

dedicated to promoting free and
fair

competition

assisting

in

understanding and encouraging
compliance (compliance) with the
legal standards and self-regulation,
pillars of the Brazilian model of the
advertising business. Historically
based

in

best

practices,

it

promotes ethical environment,
safe, transparent, sustainable and
high quality standards, through
respectful

and

participatory

interaction of economic agents in
its bodies, as permanent forums to
update the Advertising Activity
Standard

and

solving

ethical

conflicts.

VISION
To be recognized as a center of
information and reference on best
practices of business relationship
and permanent governance forum
and ethical conflict resolution for
Advertisers,
Agencies
and
Channels based on Advertising
Activity Standards always in
compliance with the law.

VALUES
• Ethics
• Transparency
• Harmony
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BUP - Unique Price Lists Bank
CENP maintains deposit, for public
evidence of the price lists of
Communication Channels, inhibitor
instrument of unfair practices in
offering prices for broadcasting
advertising services.
Services Accreditation of Media
Information Suppliers
CENP accredits media information
services offered by specialized
companies.
Services Accreditation of
Circulation Verification
CENP also accredits institutes and
companies in this segment,
providing more transparency to
the market and security in
advertising investments.
Forum of Technical and
Commercial Discussions
CENP is a permanently open forum
for discussions of this kind and
others to promote the advertising
market, on behalf of Advertisers,
Agencies and Channels.

This was signed and committed to
the principles defended by the
CENP, by Advertisers, Advertising
Agencies and Communication
channels, through their entities.
They share the belief that
advertising activity is crucial to
ensure
competition
and
development between companies,
brands, products and services.
CENP, incorporated as a civil nonprofit organization, has been
granted the responsibility for the
performance of self-regulation of
ethical and trade relations between
the economic agents in the market,
which bases are set forth in the
Advertising Activity Standards, and
the promotion of best practices,
encouraging competition for best
efficiency and quality and shall
ensure the compliance with the
Advertising Activity Standards..

BODIES AND MANAGERS
FRAMEWORK

Founders Entities
ABA - Associação Brasileira de Anunciantes
ABAP - Associação Brasileira de Agências de Publicidade
ABERT - Associação Brasileira de Emissoras de Rádio e
Televisão
ABTA - Associação Brasileira de Televisão por Assinatura
ANER - Associação Nacional de Editores de Revistas
ANJ - Associação Nacional de Jornais
Central de Outdoor
FENAPRO - Federação Nacional das Agências de
Propaganda
Associated Entities
ABOOH - Associação Brasileira de Out of Home
IAB Brasil - Interactive Advertising Bureau
FENAPEX - Federação Nacional da Publicidade
Exterior
Adhering/Accredited Professionals
APP Brasil - Associação dos Profissionais de
Propaganda
Grupo de Atendimento de São Paulo
Grupo de Planejamento Brasil
Grupo de Mídia São Paulo
ARP - Associação Riograndense de Propaganda
ABEP - Associação Brasileira de Empresas de Pesquisa
CENP em Revista
All editions of CENP em Revista from the number 1, are
available in CENP’s website at:
http://www.cenp.com.br/cenp-em-revista/
free download

Executive Council
ABA - 4 office-bearers and 4 alternates
ABAP - 3 office-bearers and 3 alternates
ABERT - 4 office-bearers and 4 alternates,
of which 2 from radio and 2 from TV
ABTA - 2 office-bearers and 2 alternates,
ANER - 2 office-bearers and 2 alternates,
ANJ - 2 office-bearers and 2 alternates,
CENTRAL OUTDOOR - 2 office-bearers
and 2 alternates
FENAPRO - 3 office-bearers and 3
alternates,
ABOOH - 1 office-bearer e 1 alternate
IAB BRASIL - 1 office-bearer and 1
alternate
FENAPEX - 1 office-bearer and 1 alternate
Members of Chairmen of Ethics
Committee
Advertiser’s representatives, agencies
and channels chosen by the Executive
Council
Ethics Council
Ethics Chamber have a three-party
composition (Agencies, Advertisers and
Channels) and include representatives of
the Founders and Associated Institutional
Executive Board
CEO Administrator
3 Vice-Presidents
3 Executive Officers

More information about the CENP can be obtained at www.cenp.com.br
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CENP’s Documents
CENP - Executive Council of Standards issued a series
of publications aiming at dissemination of relevant
information to the Brazilian environment of ethical
and business self-regulation, which exists because of
the Advertising Activity Standards providing
consistency to the Brazilian advertising model.

This series is added to other initiatives with the
same goal and is part of the permanent assignment
of CENP to inform and promote self-regulation to
the advertising market and other forces of society.
More information on this and other issues can be
accessed at www.cenp.com.br

• The set of laws and standards of self-regulation
DOCUMENTOS CENP – 1

LEGISLATION
AND
STANDARDS OF
ADVERTISING IN
BRAZIL

standardizing the Brazilian advertising market.
• The set of laws and standards of self-regulation
standardizing the Brazilian advertising market.
• Information on the processes carried out at the CADE
and the decisions of the government agency.
• Opinions and expert analysis on the Brazilian legal
system.
DOCUMENTOS CENP - 3

• Information on the processes
carried out at the CADE and the
decisions of the government
agency.

Brazilian
Economic
Vision Model
of Advertising

• Logic Economic Presentation of
Brazilian Advertising Model.
DOCUMENTOS CENP - 3

O FUTURO DA
PROPAGANDA
ETSATUPBMFSCRZEYQZEICUCYIO
SCRZEYQZETUOCETTPBETSATUPB
MFSCRZEYQZEICUCYIOSCRZEYQZ
ETUOCETTPBETSATUPBFMSCRZEY
QZEICUCYIOCIRCUNSTÂNCI ASTTP
BETSATUPBNFSCRZEYQZEICUCYI
OSCRZDYQZETUOCETTPBETSATUP
BAGÊNCIASQZEICUCYIOSCRZM YQ
ZETUOCETTPBETSATUPBEFSCRZE
YQZEICUC YIOSCRZNYQZETUOCET
TPBETSATGEST ÃOCRZEYQZEICUC
YIOSCRZOYQZETUOCETTPBETSAT
UPBSFSCRZEYQZEICUCYIOSCRZE
YQZETUOCETTPBETSATUPBMFSCR
ZE YQZEICUCYIOSCRZE YQZETUOC
ETTPBETSATUPBMFSCRZEYQZEIC
U

Separata de artigos publicados na CENP em Revista

• Analysis of experts on
economy on the virtues the
commercial self-regulation system
and issues avoided or mitigates on its existence and
voluntary adhesion
• Scholar with extensive experience in all advertising
market analyzes the possible path of the future of
advertising in Brazil and how the maintenance of the
Brazilian Advertising Model will contribute positively to its
technical development and business expansion.
Opinions and expert analysis on the Brazilian

Av Paulista, 2073 – 6º andar – Conjunto Nacional – Edifício Horsa
II CEP 01311-940 – São Paulo – SP – tel. (11) 2172-2367
site: www.cenp.com.br – e-mail: cenp@cenp.com.br

Second issue of the Documents series CENP - July 2017
This series of publications is in addition to other initiatives aiming at
disseminate relevant information to Brazilian environment
of ethical and business self-regulation, existing because of the
Advertising Activity Standards.
More information on this and other issues can be accessed at
www.cenp.com.br

